
Theories from social and developmental psychology propose that humans very early on hold beliefs (i.e.,

mindsets) about whether or not their intelligence is malleable over the course of a lifetime (1). Such

growth mindset of intelligence is beneficial for dealing with challenges, learning, investing effort (2), and

experiencing well being at school (3). However, it is unknown if and how intelligence mindsets affect a

person’s preferences to engage in studying rather than leisure. Models of economic choices propose

that decision-making involves two phases, valuation and action selection. Much work has been done to

better understand the valuation phase, which involves the integration of motivational features of choice

options into a subjective value that then drives the selection of choice outcomes (4).

Here we combined these two research streams and asked: If intelligence mindset affects decision

making about engaging in school activities (vs. leisure activities), and how they potentially affect the

valuation of school activities during decision-making ?

Second year psychology students (n = 54, 20.59+/- 0.04, 47 female/ 7 male) were randomly assigned to

a Growth mindset (GM) or a Fixed mindset (FM) intervention. They were told that the aim of the study

was to help future students to better prepare for exams, and were encouraged to answer spontaneously.

Following the mindset intervention all participants performed a forced choice task during which they had

to imagine to be one week or one month before an exam. Under these two contextual scenarios they

had to choose between a leisure and a default school activity. Participants also rated each activity on its

subjective value (how much they like to engage in this activity), and motivational features such as

pleasantness (intrinsic motivation), intellectual enrichment (identified motivation), importance for school

(extrinsic motivation) and its difficulty (cost).

The results showed that during the forced choice task, and according to the cover story of contributing to

an optimal revision schedule for future students, participants chose more often the school activities, but

these choices were influenced by mindset and contextual scenario. The GM intervention group chose

more often the school activity than the FM intervention group, and especially one week before

exams. In the rating task, school activities valuation was influenced by the pleasantness, enrichment,

importance for school and difficulty of each activity. Importantly, the intervention moderated the

impact of difficulty on valuation. Taken together these findings indicate that short mindset

interventions influence activity choice but also the valuation phase during decision-making by changing

the weight of the difficulty of school activities.
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Students performed 80 choices under the following instruction:

Imagine the exams are in one week (or in one month). 

You are doing the yellow activity, but if you want you can switch and engage in the activity 

in white. Which activity do you choose?

Learn how to do a t-test

Read a detective novel
+

Bake a chocolate cake

Write a clinical case study

Activity choice was impacted by two factors and their interaction: 

• Mindset intervention

Students choose more school activities after a Growth mindset intervention compared to the 

Fixed mindset intervention.

• Contextual scenario

Students choose more school activities one week than one month before exams.

• Intervention * Context

The impact of intervention was larger one week than one month before exams.

Binomial General Linear Mixed Model

VALUE PLEASANTNESS ENRICHMENT

IMPORTANT DIFFICULTY

Learn how to do a t-test

How much do you want
to do this activity?

0 --------|-----------100

Learn how to do a t-test

How pleasant is this
activity?

0 --------|-----------100

Learn how to do a t-test

How personaly enriching
is this activity?

0 --------|-----------100

Learn how to do a t-test

How important is this
activity for school?

0 --------|-----------100

Learn how to do a t-test

How difficult is this
activity?

0 --------|-----------100

School activities valuation was impacted by all features:

• Pleasantness, enrichment and importance for school 

Impacted positively school activity values

• Difficulty

Impacted negatively school activity values

• Intervention * Difficulty

Activities valuation was less impacted by the difficulty after the growth mindset 

intervention than after the fixed mindset intervention.

Linear Mixed Model
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